Putting a Spotlight
on Productivity &
Customer Service

“Now that we’ve got the right technology foundation
in every store, we’re able to build some really valuable
applications. We want to transform store activity with
user-friendly apps that will enhance efficiencies and
support our team and customers.”
Andrea Day
Solutions Manager - Sales & Operations

Putting a Spotlight on
Productivity & Customer
Service
The Challenge
As a leading Australasian retailer with an extensive physical store
footprint, Spotlight Retail Group (SRG) were faced with declining
reliability and productivity as a result of an aging Android mobile
computer fleet. Looking for the next generation mobility solution,
they engaged Leopard Systems for their advice and experience to
ensure a timely mobility fleet refresh.

From start to finish, the rollout of 1400 new Zebra TC52 devices
into more than 120 retail stores took around eight weeks.
Leopard’s hardware procurement and deployment experience
ensured a smooth transition. This included receiving all
devices and accessories, unpacking each product for correct
assembly and quality control inspection, tagging every device
for asset management, and carefully re-packing for despatch.
Each store received a ‘store kit’ containing between 5 and 20
Wi-Fi or SIM-card devices, and enough cradles for charging
five devices at a time. The devices were fitted with colourcoded protective cases matched to store brand and data
access type; blue for Spotlight Wi-Fi, orange for Anaconda
Wi-Fi and yellow for all SIM-containing devices.

In particular, SRG’s 190+ Spotlight and Anaconda stores across
Australia and New Zealand were struggling to maintain productivity
and work effectively on 1,400 legacy mobile computers with
deteriorated batteries and poor network coverage.

Additionally, Leopard’s specialists were on-hand throughout
and supported SRG’s in-store trainers during the software
installation and set-up stage to ensure all devices were up
and running correctly.

SRG Solutions Manager for Sales & Operations, Andrea Day, said, “Our
helpdesk support team were forever chasing their tails resuscitating
old devices; we were trying to breathe life into devices that just wasn’t
there. They had no batteries left, devices were out of warranty and the
operating system was ancient! The devices were well and truly dead.”

The Results

Furthermore, the well-known retailer’s mandate and future vision for
e-commerce and online strategies could not be achieved with an
ageing and inadequate enterprise mobility fleet. “SRG are moving
towards intuitive app-type functionality on all store devices. We’re
looking for easy-to-use technologies to support our current and
future retail workforce who are very mobile and tech savvy”, Day
commented.
Considered ‘tools of the trade’ on the shop floor, SRG wanted a
mobile computer that enabled their team members to make better
real-time decisions without leaving the shop floor. The inefficiency
of having to perform ‘back-office’ tasks was limiting customer
facing support in store. With a reliable mobile computer in hand,
staff are able to perform varied store activities, while continuing
to be accessible to a customer seeking help with a product or
price enquiry. Modern, supported devices would make this level of
customer service faster and more effective.

The Solution
Seeking an experienced supplier of Zebra rugged mobile
computers was paramount in the decision to outsource SRG’s
hardware procurement, quality control assessment, store kit
assembly and final deployment, along with requiring a vendor
with maturity and knowledge of the retail sector. “In the past,
we’d manually oversee and set up devices; put ‘the boots’ on and
distribute them ourselves, but with our growing store network,
we needed an experienced vendor that would complement us to
advise, manage and execute on our behalf. Leopard were clearly
very experienced in this space; plus, their strong relationship with
Zebra, we felt, would add value to our fleet rollout,” said Day.
The team at Leopard Systems, led by Managing Director Robin
Fowler, met with SRG to determine project objectives and rollout
deliverables. SRG were piloting Zebra devices against other
competitive brands across numerous Australian stores, before they
decided on the latest Zebra TC52 hardware; partly due to good
timing as the latest Zebra products had just become available.
Fowler explained, “SRG’s decision to upgrade their entire fleet
to the latest enterprise-grade Zebra TC52 mobile computers
will strengthen their retail operations and future growth. These
devices are lightweight, reliable, durable and offer an intuitive user
experience, plus the generous high-definition screens enhance
task efficiencies and productivity.”

SRG were pleased to have the latest generation enterprise
grade mobile computers deployed within a relatively short time
frame. Day commented, “The final device kits went out to stores
about two months ago and it’s been seamless. All the stores
are very happy – in fact, at our recent national conference we
got a standing ovation for delivering the new fleet!”
“Performing tasks such as stock scanning, gap scanning,
price checks, stocktake, SAP-linked jobs and activity
management is now incredibly reliable. The devices have
amazing coverage across the store, the battery life goes on
and on, and if it breaks, they’re under warranty so we simply
swap it out to get fixed.”
Following the deployment, the refreshed fleet of devices provide
SRG with a springboard to implement technical innovations
such as their new e-commerce Pick & Pack solution; to be rolled
out with an enhanced user-friendly interface in the near future.
“Now that we’ve got the right technology foundation in every
store, we’re able to build some really valuable applications. We
want to transform store activity with user-friendly apps that will
enhance efficiencies and support our team and customers.”
In closing, Day remarked, “I feel like this is a new beginning for
SRG. As a growing retailer, we do a lot of new store set-ups
and projects each year, so we’ll be ordering our device store
kits from Leopard Systems now, and we’ll most definitely be
exploring what other products and services Leopard can offer,
as we move forward.”

About Leopard Systems
Well regarded within the Transport and Logistics, Field Service,
Retail and Supply Chain sectors, Leopard Systems leads the way
with its completely configurable platform solution. Available as
pre-configured, commercially-viable enterprise-grade solutions,
these are designed to increase efficiencies, reduce input error,
elevate productivity and, of course, increase the bottom line.

www.leopardsystems.com.au

About Spotlight
From sewing, crafts and home decorating to camping,
boating and adventure sports, Spotlight Retail Group is one of
Australasia’s most successful retailers. Established in 1973, SRG
serves millions of loyal customers via their extensive Spotlight ,
Anaconda and Mountain Designs brand portfolio.

www.spotlightgroup.com

